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 Lesson Notes
E-mail is short for electronic mail. It is a system 
that allows information to be sent from one 
computer to another in a computer network. 
Some e-mail systems are limited to one company 
and only work within that company’s computer 
network. Other e-mail systems are connected 
to the Internet and allow the user to send 
information anywhere in the world. 
E-mail consists of a message or information and 
an address to which the message/information 
must be sent. The message/information travels 
across the network to a server. This server reads 
the address and sends the message/information 
to the correct electronic mailbox. When the 
recipient connects to the network and checks 
their e-mail the message/information will be 
downloaded to their computer.
To send an e-mail you start by clicking on “Create 
Mail”, “New Mail” or “Compose” depending on 
your e-mail system. You will find three address bars on the new  

e-mail, namely “To”, “Cc” and “Bcc”. The “To” bar 
should contain the e-mail address of the person 
you want to send the mail to. The “Cc” bar is for 
the addresses of any additional people you want 
to send a copy of the e-mail to. Cc stands for 
carbon copy. The “Bcc” bar is for people who you 
want to send a copy of the e-mail to but you don’t 
want them to see who the other recipients are. 
Bcc stands for blind carbon copy. The subject 
line on the new e-mail can be used for a short 
description of the message/information. The large 
blank space is where you type the message itself.

E-ma�l
E-mail lets you communicate with people all over the world. It allows you to send and receive 
messages, pictures and documents instantly and has revolutionised the way we communicate.

 Lesson Outcomes
By the end of the lesson, you should be able to:
• Provide a definition of e-mail
• List several advantages of using e-mail
• Write and send e-mail messages.
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This task supports the assessment of:
LO 2: E-commun�cat�on
• Make efficient use of e-mail (including 

attachments, digital signature, address books) 
as a means of communication.

• State and discuss how the latest technologies 
facilitate human interaction.
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Lesson Notes cont�nued...
Video clips, pictures, music fi les or even voice 
messages can be sent in addition to the text. 
They can be sent as attachments. To attach a fi le 
to an e-mail message you click on the “Insert a 
File” option in your e-mail programme. A paper 
clip icon can represent this option. 

You then browse through your stored fi les for the 
required attachment and once you have found it 
you click on “Insert” and it will be attached to your 
e-mail, ready to be sent. If you receive an e-mail 
with an attachment you just double click on the 
attachment to open it.
E-mail has become so popular that many people 
incorrectly believe it is the only function of the 
Internet. The biggest advantage of e-mail is 
that it can be sent and received within seconds. 
Sending an e-mail is also cheaper than making a 
call, especially a long-distance call. E-mail is also 
very reliable and you can trust that any e-mail 
that you send will reach its destination. In addition 
e-mails can be sent to more than one person at a 
time. The best part of e-mailing is that all e-mails 
sent or received can be kept and so, for example, 
companies can keep a complete record of their 
correspondence with clients.
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 Task
1. Write five advantages of e-mail.
2. Write a short explanation on how to use an 
 address book.
3. Type up an e-mail and send an attachment 
 to a friend.
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